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Transmission Welding
of Glass by Femtosecond
Laser: Mechanism and Fracture
Strength
Femtosecond laser pulses were focused on the interface of two glass specimens. Proper
use of optical and laser processing parameters enables transmission welding. The morphology of the weld cross section was studied using differential interference contrast optical microscopy. In addition, a numerical model was developed to predict the absorption
volumes of femtosecond laser pulses inside a transparent material. The model takes into
account the temporal and spatial characteristics and propagation properties of the laser
beam, and the transmission welding widths were subsequently compared with the absorption widths predicted by the model. The model can lead to the achievement of a desirable
weld shape through understanding the effects of laser pulse energy and numerical aperture on the shape of the absorption volume. The changes in mechanical properties of the
weld seams were studied through spatially resolved nanoindentation, and indentation
fracture analysis was used to investigate the strength of the weld seams.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4005306]

Introduction

Glasses are widely used in various flat panel displays and biomedical applications. Joining techniques of glasses are usually
based on the use of an adhesive agent or interlayer. Laser beam
welding is considered to be a highly flexible technique with potential for joining glasses. The main advantages of laser welding over
processes such as adhesive joining and anodic bonding are that
the energy is supplied without physical contact to the workpiece
and can be selectively coupled to the desired joining area, respectively. Due to the high level of transmission of light through transparent materials, glass–glass joining by conventional lasers
requires an interlayer or opaque material between the top and bottom pieces to absorb the laser energy. Due to the nonlinear
absorption characteristics of femtosecond lasers, however, transmission welding of transparent materials without an interlayer is
possible when the laser beam is tightly focused on the interface.
Two different regimes of transmission welding by ultrashort
pulsed lasers have been identified. Welding in the low repetition
rate regime (1–200 kHz) and high repetition rate regime
(>200 kHz) is dependent on whether the time interval between
successive pulses is longer or shorter than the characteristic time
for heat diffusion outside the focal volume [1]. Tamaki et al. [2]
first demonstrated welding between two silica glass plates without
a light-absorbent intermediate layer using a low repetition rate
femtosecond laser. Watanabe et al. [3] then reported the welding
of dissimilar transparent materials using the same femtosecond
laser, and also investigated the parameters that resulted in joining
by varying the laser pulse energy and the translation velocity. To
this point, however, there have been no. morphological studies of
the weld seam and the geometry of the weld in this low repetition
rate regime is not well understood. Tamaki et al. [4] also reported
on laser microwelding of transparent materials based on a localized heat accumulation effect using high repetition rate femtosecond laser irradiation and performed a simple tensile test after
welding to estimate the joint strength. The testing procedure, howContributed by the Manufacturing Science Division of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF MANUFACTURING SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. Manuscript received April
1, 2011; final manuscript received September 30, 2011; published online January 11,
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ever, was not precise due to its inability to continuously increase
the applied load. Further studies [5–7] on the possibility of ultrashort pulsed laser welding of borosilicate glass substrates in the
high repetition rate regime have been reported; however, there has
been no. quantitative evaluation of joint strength and no. studies
on the mechanical properties of the weld seam.
There are many attempts to simplify the problem by characterizing mechanical properties of the molten region irradiated by an
ultrashort pulse laser inside a single-piece of transparent material.
Miyamoto et al. [8] evaluated the mechanical strength of the
laser-melt zone using a three-point bending test, and showed that
the strength in that zone was as high as in the unirradiated base
material; however, the sample had to be polished to locate the
laser induced feature on the bottom surface of the test sample in
order to maximize the tensile strength. Borrelli et al. [9] performed a double torsion test to measure fracture toughness, and
revealed that the apparent fracture toughness is increased within
the laser-treated area. Bellouard et al. [10] used nanoindentation
tests to show an increase in Young’s modulus within the lasertreated zones of fused silica irradiated by femtosecond pulses with
high repetition rate; however, these measurements were not constrained to within the treated regions. Kongsuwan et al. [11] performed spatially resolved nanoindentation tests and revealed a
decrease in Young’s Modulus and hardness, and an increase in
ductility in regions of fused silica irradiated by femtosecond laser
pulses with low repetition rate. The mechanical properties
and strength of real weld seams rather than of features created
inside single-piece specimen, however, still requires further
investigation.
In this study, transmission welding using a femtosecond laser at
a low repetition rate has been performed to investigate the morphology and mechanical properties of the weld zone. The role and
effect of the gap at the interface between two transparent material
plates on the welding and joining mechanisms have also been
investigated. Differential interference contrast optical microscopy
is employed to study the morphology of the weld cross section,
and a numerical model is developed to predict the feature shape.
The possibility of using the absorption volume predicted by the
model as a guideline for selecting processing parameters to get a
desirable weld shape is also discussed. Spatially resolved
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nanoindentation is used to investigate the changes in mechanical
properties, and indentation fracture analysis is performed to study
the strength of the material in the weld seams.

2

Background

2.1 Formation Mechanism of Transmission Welding by
Femtosecond Laser. When a femtosecond laser beam is tightly
focused by objective lens on the interface of two transparent material plates, the laser intensity at a focal region becomes extremely
high resulting in nonlinear absorption. Due to the Gaussian temporal profile of a femtosecond laser pulse, the leading edge of the
converging laser pulse starts breakdown the material at or above
the focal plane when the intensity reaches the material ionization
threshold, and the subsequent portions of the laser pulse with
higher intensity then produce breakdown still further above the
focal plane where the beam diameter is larger [12,13] leading to a
teardrop-shaped absorption volume.
At the end of the femtosecond laser pulse, the laser energy
absorption process is completed, and a hot-electron plasma will be
almost completely confined within the absorption volume with its
surface area partially exposed to the air gap inevitably existing
between the two plates. When the electrons have transferred their
energy to the ions of the material, hydrodynamic motion starts,
and a shock wave emerges from the energy deposition zone [14].
The average pressure, Pavg, in the absorption volume, Vabs, that
drives the shock wave can be calculated as [15]
Pavg  Qdep

AEp
¼
Vabs

(1)

where Qdep is the total deposited energy density, A is the absorption coefficient, and Ep is the laser pulse energy. When two parallel transparent material plates are pressed together to have a very
small gap, the van der Waals force per unit area, Fvdw, between
the two plates is given by [16]
Fvdw

!2
0:162hc n21  1
¼ 4 3
d p
n21 þ 2

(2)

where d is the distance between plates, h is the Planck’s constant,
c is the speed of light, and n1 is the refractive index of the plates
at infinite wavelength. The shock pressure in the absorption volume due to ultrafast laser processing is considerably higher than
the van der Waals force per unit area between the two plates. Considering model of a beam simply supported at both ends and subjected to a concentrated load at any point [17], the gap at the
interface is increased by a deflection, d, which can be written as
d¼

2½ðPavg  Fvdw Þpw2xy baðl2  a2  b2 Þ
6lEI

(3)

where wxy is the radius of the absorption volume, l is the distance
between both supported ends, a and b are the distance from the
load point to each supported end, E is the Young’s modulus of the
material, and I is the area moment of inertia. This deflection is
approximated from the average pressure in Eq. (1) which is a simplified model with a linear relationship to energy density. However, the pressure inside the absorption volume could be a
nonlinear function of energy density due to phase transition. After
the femtosecond laser absorption process, the free electrons and
the lattice will attain a local thermodynamic equilibrium in a time
scale on the order of picoseconds [15] after which the materials
will be in a superheated state [18]. In addition to shock wave
emission, the absorption volume will undergo a thermal process in
which phase transitions take place. For high levels of superheating, corresponding to high excitation energy density, nucleation of
gas bubbles or phase explosion can occur, and a heterogeneous
011004-2 / Vol. 134, FEBRUARY 2012

phase of vapor and liquid droplets may develop [19,20]. The
nucleation of gas bubbles causes an increase in the pressure within
the absorption volume [20]. This could result in greater deflection
of the plates and possible ejection of the material [20,21].
2.2 Numerical Analysis of Absorption Volume. Based on
the fundamentals of laser beams and optics, in order to accurately
capture the shape of the absorption volume, a numerical model
should be constructed by considering the Gaussian temporal distribution of laser power, PðtÞ, within the laser pulse duration as
given in Eq. (4) as well as the Gaussian spatial distribution of the
laser intensity, Iðx; y; tÞ, as given in Eq. (5).
"
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 #
Ep 4 ln 2
t  2tp 2
exp 4 ln 2
(4)
PðtÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
tp
ptp


2PðtÞ
2r 2
(5)
exp
Iðx; y; tÞ ¼
pR20
R20
where
Ep isﬃ the laser pulse energy, tp is pulse duration,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r ¼ x2 þ y2 is the distance from the center of laser beam, R0 is
the 1=e2 radius of the unfocused beam, and t is time. A laser beam
with an intensity profile corresponding to Eq. (5) will converge to
a diffraction-limited spot radius, wo, and the beam waist as a function of distance from the focal plane, w(z), can be calculated as
"



hz
wðzÞ ¼ w0 1 þ
w0

2 #1=2
;

w0 ¼

M2 k
pNA

(6)

where z is the distance from the laser focal plane, h is the halfconvergence angle of laser beam coming into the focus, M2 is the
laser quality factor, k is the laser wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture of an objective lens. At each point in time during
the pulse duration, the spatial distribution of the laser intensity is
described by Eq. (5). As the beam propagates into the sample, the
width decreases as described by Eq. (6), and at some point, the
laser intensity is absorbed at various locations forming a plasma
when it reaches the intensity threshold, Ith, of the material given
by [22]
Ith ¼

nc
na srec bmpi

!1=nph
(7)

where nc is the electron critical density, na is the density of neutral
atoms, bmpi is the field ionization coefficient, and nph is the number of absorbed photons. The breakdown will start closest to the
focal plane and move upward along the beam axis during the first
half of the pulse duration due to the Gaussian temporal distribution of the laser power. This requires a smaller beam spot to reach
the threshold intensity at lower powers and a larger beam spot at
higher powers. The absorption volume is determined by combining all of the points where absorption occurred during the first
half of the laser pulse. The energy in the second half of pulse duration will be absorbed in this absorption volume to generate a
higher-density plasma in the absorption volume.
2.3 Fracture Strength of the Weld Seam. The material in
transmission welded region possesses properties different from
that in the initial state. Nanoindentation is a nondestructive test
capable of extracting elastic modulus and hardness of the specimen, and in addition to those properties, it is widely accepted that
KIC can also be obtained by measuring the postindentation radial
crack size emanating from the indent as a function of load as
P
[23]. For triangular pyramid
shown by Lawn: KIC ¼ kðHE Þ1=2 c3=2
indenters such as a Berkovich or cube corner, the profile of the radial crack is more likely a semi-elliptical geometry [24] rather
Transactions of the ASME
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than halfpenny shape observed for Vicker indenters. For an elliptical
crack embedded in an infinite body in tension, Irwin [25] derived the
stress intensity factor, KI, using 3D potential functions as
KI ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 
1=4
r pb
b2
sin2 h þ 2 cos2 h
EðkÞ
a

(8)

where r is the tensile stress, a and b are major and minor radii of
an elliptical crack, h is the angle from the major axis, and E(k) is a
complete elliptic integral of the second kind defined as
EðkÞ ¼

ð p=2 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  k2 sin2 udu;
0

k¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
1  b =a2

(9)

Although no. closed-form solution is available for semi-elliptical
surface cracks, proper numerical factors can be used to account
for the effect of free surfaces. The free surface factor tends to
1.1215 for long surface cracks, and would tend to 1 for semicircular shapes. The free surface factor, f, is typically written as [26]


b
(10)
f ¼ 1 þ 0:1215 1 
a

motorized linear stage and processed by femtosecond laser pulses.
The laser beam was focused by a 40 objective lens with a NA of
0.60 at the interface between the plates. A schematic diagram of
the experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1.
After the femtosecond laser treatment, the samples were then
ground with carbide papers and polished with cerium-oxide and a
leather polishing pad to have smooth surface. Reflective light differential interference contrast (DIC) optical microscopy, which
can reveal more contrast and details in the feature morphology,
was used to obtain the cross section view of the weld seams. The
weld zone was examined via nanoindentation using a three-sided
Berkovich indenter tip to characterize the mechanical properties.
Arrays of 100 nm deep nanoindents with 3 lm spacing in the
x- and z-directions were conducted to cover the cross section of
both the weld zone and nearby unaffected regions to provide a
spatially resolved measurement of material properties. 150 gf–350
gf load nanoindents were also performed on the features to induce
cracks in order to investigate the fracture toughness of the weld
zones. Different laser pulse energy conditions were used to investigate the effects of laser pulse energy on morphology and mechanical properties of the weld seams.

4
Indentation testing at high loads will initiate radial cracks with
known length, c, from the center of indentation point and with
depth, d, assumed equal to the indentation depth. Therefore,
assuming a semi-elliptical geometry with one free surface, the
stress intensity factor at the tips of the postindentation radial
cracks under an applied tensile stress will be the following:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r
pc
b
d
rf ; r ¼ ¼
(11)
KI ¼
EðkÞ 2
a c=2
where r is depth-to-length ratio of surface semi-elliptical cracks
induced by a Berkovich indenter. Depending on the application,
the weld seams may be subjected to different types of loading
such as tension, shear, etc. Mode I (opening mode) fracture is the
most applicable to glasses since they generally fail in tension.
From the postindentation radial crack, if the material is under a
tensile load, fracture will occur when the stress intensity factor at
the crack tip, KI, reaches the critical stress intensity factor, KIC,
which is a physical characteristic of the material. Using a power
series to express the E(k) function in Eq. (12) and accounting for
only the first four terms, the tensile fracture stress, rf, of the materials can be obtained using Eq. (13)
EðkÞ ¼
rf ¼


1 
pX
ð2nÞ! 2 k2n
2 0 22n n!2 1  2n

Results and Discussion

4.1 Weld Formation and Geometry. While other studies
[6–8] have used high precision flatness glass plates and required
the gap between the plates to be less than k=4 in order that the
welding to succeed, BK7 glass plates with standard flatness of 3–5
waves=inch were used in this study. Figure 2 shows the transmission welded cross section (xz-plane) of two BK7 glass plates with
the processing condition of 10 lJ laser pulse energy and
0.02 mm=s laser scanning speed from reflective DIC optical microscopy. There is continuity of the material from the top piece to
the bottom piece in the processed region. From this figure, it can
also be observed that the shape of the affected region is a teardrop
shape and it looks similar to the morphology of femtosecond laser
modified regions inside a single-piece of a material [11]. AFM topography was also carried out to image cross section profiles
across both welded and reference regions as shown in Figs. 3(a)

(12)

pﬃﬃﬃ
KIC p 175=256 þ 103r 2 256  27r 4 256 þ 5r 6 256
pﬃﬃﬃ
2 cr½1 þ 0:1215ð1  rÞ
(13)

where KIC is the fracture toughness from indentation. Due to the
presence of the crack, the residual strength of the structure
decreases progressively with increasing crack size.

3

Experimental Setup and Characterization

Transmission welding is performed using a chirped amplified
Ti:Sapphire laser system which outputs high energy ultrashort
pulses with 800 nm wavelength and 130 fs pulse duration at a
1 kHz repetition rate. Commercial grade borosilicate glass (BK7)
1.0 mm thick was sectioned into 6 mm  12 mm samples and
cleaned by RCA-cleaning [27], and were subsequently pressed together at a pressure of roughly 2 MPa for 10 min. The pressed
samples were super glued on the both ends before being fixed to a
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of experimental setup. The laser
beam is focused onto the interface of two borosilicate glass
plates, and the scanning direction is along the y-axis.
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Fig. 2 Reflective DIC optical microscopy of cross section view
(xz-plane) of a weld seam (laser pulse energy of 10 lJ, scanning
speed of 0.02 mm=s, and repetition rate of 1 kHz)

Fig. 3 (a) 3D AFM topography on the cross section (xz-plane)
of a weld seam (laser pulse energy of 10 lJ and scanning speed
of 0.02 mm=s) and (b) AFM line profiles across glass interface
near and on the weld seam

and 3(b). Although the gap between the plates is not as low as k=4
due to the standard flatness of the plates, it is very clear that the
two borosilicate glass plates were joined. In order to investigate
the possibility of connecting multiple weld lines to have a larger
011004-4 / Vol. 134, FEBRUARY 2012

Fig. 4 Reflective DIC optical microscopy of cross section view
(xz-plane) of a multiple-line weld seam (laser pulse energy of
10 lJ, scanning speed of 0.02 mm=s, and repetition rate of
1 kHz, 5 scanning lines with 6 lm spacing between lines)

weld seam, transmission welding of multiple laser scanning lines
with the spacing between lines less than the weld width from the
single-line case was performed. Figure 4 shows the cross section
view (xz-plane) of a sample processed with five overlapping weld
lines. The individual weld lines cannot be distinguished, and it
can be concluded that the transmission welding of large areas may
be performed by automatically controlling the movement of a
positioning stage and overlapping welds with a spacing less than
the width of a single-line weld seam.
Due to its low repetition rate and the presence of an air gap at
the interface, the pressure evolution inside the absorption volume
will play an important role in the mechanism of weld seam formation. The glass and air inside the absorption volume that are ionized and experience high temperatures and high pressures will
eventually be transformed and solidified, and become the weld
joint and surrounding affected regions. According to the numerical analysis of the absorption volume in Sec. 2.2, when a 10 lJ
pulse energy is used, the absorption volume is approximately
9.08  1016 m3, and the surface area of this absorption volume is
approximately 4.80  1010 m2. An average pressure of 11.0 GPa,
which calculated from Eq. (1), is assumed to be generated inside
the absorption volume. From Eq. (3), this pressure causes deflection of the plates in the z-direction of roughly 44 nm if the weld
line is 1 mm from a glue-supported end or 476 nm if the weld line
is located at the center of the workpiece. The standard roughness
of the glass plates and the images in Figs. 2–4 suggest that the
final gap at the weld interface is approximately 2 lm. Assuming
the initial gap is less than 2 lm, due to the effect of laser energy
deposition, the gap will be opened wider, and the surface area of
the absorption volume will be almost completely confined by the
surround solid material with approximately 10% of the area
exposed to the open space within the gap. Therefore, depending
on the average pressure and the area which is exposed to open
space, some fraction of the postshock state material could be
driven out of the absorption volume to the surrounding area at the
interface between the plates as debris.
To verify this mechanism, the top view (xy-plane) of weld lines
processed with different pulse energies as shown in Fig. 5(a),
were analyzed. From the numerical analysis in Sec. 2.2, the
absorption volume and the deposited energy density increase at a
higher rate than laser pulse energy; therefore, as defined by Eq.
(1), the average pressure inside the absorption volume decreases
with increasing laser pulse energy. Due to higher average pressure
and higher deposited energy, debris which was driven out to the
area surrounding the welding lines is clearly observed in the two
conditions on the right of Fig. 5(a) using lower pulse energy 10 lJ
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Comparison of experimental weld width and simulated
absorption width at different laser pulse energies. Error bars
denote standard deviation.

Fig. 5 (a) Top view (xy-plane) and (c) cross section view
(xz-plane) of weld seams performed at different processing
conditions obtained through transmission DIC optical microscopy (laser scanning speed of 0.06 mm=s, 0.04 mm=s,
0.03 mm=s, and 0.02 mm=s, respectively, from the left) (b) Top
view (xy-plane) and (d) cross section view (xz-plane) of a weld
seam for 10 lJ and 0.02 mm=s condition

and 20 lJ, respectively. This debris is considered to be due to the
occurrence of phase explosion under these conditions. However,
for the 10 lJ pulse energy condition the debris was not driven far
away from the welding line compared to the 20 lJ pulse energy,
as seen in Fig. 5(a). This could be due to the location of absorption volume with respect to an interface as shown in Fig. 5(c).
Because of its teardrop shape, the higher position of the absorption volume with respect to the interface causes the larger confined area of the absorption volume by the surrounding material,
and it implies that the shockwave pressure will be greater. Therefore, if the absorption volume is moved up as shown in Fig. 5(d),
the debris will be driven further from the welding line as observed
in its corresponding top view in Fig. 5(b). On the other hand, no.
debris will be observed as shown in the two conditions on the left
of Fig. 5(a) using pulse energy of 50 lJ and 30 lJ, respectively,
due to their lower average pressure and lower deposited energy
density, which could not induce phase explosion. While significant cracking is observed around the leftmost weld line, this
cracking is considered to be due to thermal shock rather than pressure created by the expanding plasma. The higher peak power and
higher scanning speed result in a higher peak temperature and
greater thermal gradient surrounding the absorption volume,
respectively. The thermal stress overcomes the fracture stress of
the material, and cracks are initiated as clearly observed in the
leftmost weld line of Fig. 5(a).
The effect of laser pulse energy on the weld width is shown in
Fig. 6. The weld width should be the same order of magnitude as
the width of features created inside single-piece specimen. Higher
laser pulse energies have shown to result in larger widths of features in single-piece specimen [11]; therefore, it is expected that
the weld width will increase in size when the laser pulse energy is
increased as clearly seen in Fig. 6.
4.2 Absorption Volume Modeling. To model the absorption
volume shape, one should consider both temporal and spatial
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of absorption volume modeling
process

distribution characteristics of femtosecond laser pulses, and also
account for the focusing characteristics of a collimated laser beam
through transparent materials. In a transparent material, significant
absorption is not achieved below a specific intensity threshold.
This model aims to determine the locations within the material
that achieve this intensity as a function of time within the laser
pulse duration. Figure 7 illustrates the schematic flow diagram of
the absorption volume modeling. From the laser pulse energy, the
full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) pulse width, and the
assumption of a Gaussian temporal profile, the distribution of
power in the laser pulse duration can be determined by Eq. (4).
Subsequently, using Eq. (5), the distribution of intensity in the
unfocused laser spot can be calculated at each point in time during
the pulse duration using the 1=e2 radius of the unfocused beam
and the assumption of a Gaussian spatial profile. From the laser
intensity at any location within the unfocused laser beam and the
intensity threshold of the transparent material, the material breakdown locations in the lateral direction of the converging laser
beam can be derived by considering how small the beam area
should be in order that the intensity at these locations will reach
the material intensity threshold. Consequently, the material
FEBRUARY 2012, Vol. 134 / 011004-5
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breakdown locations along the optical axis can be determined
using the diffraction-limited spot size and the beam propagation
equation as described by Eq. (6). The material breakdown locations at each point in time form concave-down parabolic line
which, when combined over the full temporal profile, form the
absorption volume as shown in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a). The numerical
calculations have been performed by using parameters presented
in Table 1. Assuming a small air gap at the interface, and ignoring
reflections at the interface, this model is applicable for transmission welding as well as for processing inside bulk samples.
Figure 8(a) shows the simulated cross sections of the absorption
volume at different laser pulse energies. The cross section shape
of the absorption volume indeed looks like the teardrop shape.
The width and height of cross section increase with increasing
laser pulse energy corresponding to experimental results reported
in other studies [11–13]. Higher laser pulse energy leads to higher
peak power, which generates higher local intensities at the same
spot size. Consequently, the material breakdown locations will be
farther from the center in the radial axis and will also be farther
from the focal plane in the optical axis. Therefore, the height and
width of the absorption volume for high laser pulse energies are
greater than for low laser pulse energies as shown in Fig. 8(b).
The aspect ratios of the absorption volumes at different laser pulse

energies are more-or-less constant; a similar trend was observed
for features created in single-piece specimen in a previous study
[11]. This trend agrees well with the focal volume aspect ratio calculated using the illumination point spread function, for which the
ratio is constant and independent of laser pulse energy [28]. The
widths of absorption volume at different laser pulse energies were
also compared to the experimental weld widths in Fig. 6. The
simulated widths showed good agreement with the experimental
ones, and followed the same trend of increasing width for higher
laser pulse energy. Therefore, the absorption volume model
allows for prediction of the weld width for a wide range of pulse
energies.
Figure 9(a) shows the simulated cross sections of the absorption
volume using different numerical aperture (NA) objective lenses
for a fixed laser pulse energy. For high NAs, the teardrop shape of
the absorption volume tends to have more-or-less equivalent size
in height and width corresponding to the experimental results of
Schaffer et al. [12]. Each point within the Gaussian intensity distribution of the unfocused laser beam requires a specific magnification to reach the intensity threshold of the material. This
magnification defines the radius of the focused beam at which
absorption will occur and is dependent of the NA of the objective
lens. Therefore, the widths of absorption volumes are constant

Fig. 8 (a) Cross section view (b) height, width, and height=width ratio of modeling absorption
volume at different laser pulse energies (NA 0.6)

011004-6 / Vol. 134, FEBRUARY 2012
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Fig. 9 (a) Cross section view (b) height, width, and height=width ratio of modeling absorption
volume at different NAs (laser pulse energy of 20 lJ)
Table 1 Laser, optical, and material parameters used in the
absorption volume model
Parameters
Laser wavelength, k
Laser pulse duration, tp
Laser quality factor, M2
Laser pulse energy, Ep
Unfocused beam radius, R0
Absorption coefficient, A
Numerical aperture, NA
Intensity threshold of BK7, Ith

Value

Unit

800
130
1.5
10–30
6
0.7
0.4–1.2
2.15  1013

nm
fs
—
lJ
mm
—
—
W=cm2

and independent of NA as shown in Fig. 9(b). However, the corresponding breakdown locations of the material along the optical
axis depend on the diffraction-limited spot size and the converging angle of the focused laser beam. For higher NAs, the unfocused laser beam is converged at a greater rate; therefore the
focused beam will achieve the required magnification and radius
at a location closer to the focal plane along the optical axis. The
heights of the absorption volumes are thus decreased with higher
NAs as shown in Fig. 9(b). The aspect ratio of the absorption
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

volume decreases with higher NAs, which corresponds well with
the feature aspect ratio of the experimental results studied by
Schaffer et al. [12].
As seen in Sec. 4.1, the weld width depends on the laser pulse
energy. The higher the energy, the wider the weld width; the
height of the affected region also increases with laser pulse
energy. However, minimizing the size of the region affected by
transmission welding may be required for certain applications
since there is less alteration of material properties. It can be seen
from the numerical model that the higher the numerical aperture,
the smaller the aspect ratio and height of absorption volume.
Therefore, the absorption volume model could be used to choose
the optimal optical and laser processing parameters that should be
used in order to get a desirable weld shape. The initial results suggest that higher laser pulse energies and higher numerical apertures are more desirable for transmission welding due to their
wider weld widths and smaller affected regions.
4.3 Mechanical Properties of the Weld. Figure 10 shows
the reflective DIC optical image of a nanoindentation array on the
cross section (xz-plane) of a transmission welded line of two borosilicate glass plates. The indents were performed to a depth of
100 nm with a spatial resolution of 3 lm and covered both the
FEBRUARY 2012, Vol. 134 / 011004-7
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Fig. 10 Reflective DIC optical image of spatially resolved
nanoindentation array (100 nm deep indents with 3 lm spacing)
on the cross section (xz-plane) of a weld seam (laser pulse
energy of 10 lJ and scanning speed of 0.02 mm=s)

unaffected and welded regions. At same maximum indentation
depth, the maximum load of an indent performed in the unaffected
region is greater, and its residual depth is shallower than in the
welded region, which implies that the mechanical properties in
transmission welded region are changed through processing. In
order to understand how mechanical properties change, and how
they relate to the weld strength, the spatially resolved nanoindentation and indentation fracture will be drawn into consideration.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) illustrate the contour plots of Young’s
modulus to hardness (E=H) ratios corresponding to the array of
100 nm deep nanoindents with 3 lm spacing on the cross section
(xz-plane) of a transmission welded region and on the cross section of a feature inside a single-piece bulk specimen irradiated by
the same laser pulse energy of 10 lJ, respectively. The thick white
lines in Fig. 11(a) represent the weld interface. Compared to their
original values, the E=H ratios in the welded and treated regions
are increased. The widths of the contours in these two cases are
also similar; however, the E=H ratios in the weld seam show two
separate regions with high E=H ratios. Figure 12(a) shows the variation of E=H ratios along the three horizontal lines (H1–H3)
across the weld seam of Fig. 11(a). The vertical dashed-doted line
in this figure represents the optical axis, which is the line in
z-direction that passes through the center of the weld seam. Due
to the effect of the air gap at the interface, some fraction of laser
energy may be reflected back to the top piece, and an air gap with
a lower breakdown threshold may be ionized during irradiation
and partially obstruct the nonlinear absorption of laser beam in
the bottom piece of material. Therefore, less energy is coupled
into the bottom portion of the absorption volume, and there is less
change in mechanical properties in the region of the weld seam
right below the interface as shown by the smaller increase in E=H
ratios in line H3 compared to lines H1 and H2 in Fig. 12(a). The
E=H ratios along the line C1 across the weld seam do not change
gradually as in the case of the one-piece specimen shown by line
C2 in Fig. 12(b). Therefore, the air gap plays a significant role in
the coupling of laser energy into the bottom piece during transmission welding.
From indentation analysis, higher E=H corresponds to a higher
residual stress field intensity, implying a weaker elastic recovery
and thus less pronounced radial crack extension during the
unloading half-cycle [23]. Therefore, the E=H ratio of a material
can be directly related to the fracture toughness of material, and
higher E=H ratios may lead to higher fracture toughness. To confirm this effect in the transmission welded region, deeper indents
were performed to induce radial cracks at the corners of the
011004-8 / Vol. 134, FEBRUARY 2012

Fig. 11 Spatially resolved determination of the ratio between
Young’s modulus and hardness (E=H) on the cross section of
(a) a welded region of two-piece specimen (b) a feature inside
one-piece specimen using the same laser pulse energy of 10 lJ
and scanning speed of 0.02 mm=s. The contour maps correspond to the array of 100 nm depth nanoindents with 3 lm
spacing.

nanoindentation features. Figure 13 shows a DIC optical image of
cracks induced by a high load nanoindentation test. The bottom
corner of the nanoindentation imprint is within the welded region,
and the crack at the bottom corner extends across the weld at the
interface between the two borosilicate glass plates. Comparing the
crack lengths at the three corners of the nanoindentation imprint
in Fig. 13, it is clear that the crack length in the welded region is
shorter than those in unaffected region. Due to higher E=H ratio
and shorter crack length in the transmission welded region, it can
be confirmed that the fracture toughness of material inside the
welded region is increased which agrees with the fracture toughness increase observed in ultrafast laser-treated areas of glasses
obtained using double torsion tests by Borrelli et al. [9]. The
direction of a propagating crack front can be altered by a residual
stress field and since there are significant residual stresses in
glasses irradiated by femtosecond lasers [29,30], the crack will be
on a more tortuous path, and thus, more energy will be required
for propagation [31].
Figure 14 shows the indentation fracture toughness of material
inside the weld seam compared to the reference material, and also
shows the effect of laser pulse energy on the fracture toughness.
In the ultrafast laser-treated region, there are more nonbridging
oxygen hole centers (NBOHCs) [32] and the connectivity of the
structure is decreased, and at the same time the remaining
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 13 Reflective DIC optical microscopy of indentation fracture on cross section (xz-plane) of a weld seam (laser pulse
energy of 30 lJ, scanning speed of 0.02 mm=s, repetition rate of
1 kHz)

Fig. 12 The variation of E=H ratio (b) versus X-position along
the horizontal lines (lines H1–H3) in Fig. 11(a) across the weld
seam (b) versus Y-position along the line C1 in Fig. 11(a) across
the weld seam and the line C2 in Fig. 11(b) across the feature
inside one-piece specimen (laser pulse energy of 10 lJ, scanning speed of 0.02 mm=s)

connected ring structures of material become more compact [11].
The presence of NBOHCs may help branch the main crack while
a higher driving force is required to propagate the main crack
through the more compact ring structure. Therefore, the fracture
toughness of material in the weld seam is greater than in the reference material as shown in Fig. 14. The higher the laser pulse
energy, the stronger the laser-matter interaction is inside the focal
volume. It has been shown that there are more NBOHCs and more
compact ring structures when processing is performed using
higher pulse energies [32]. The presence of micro cracks, which
are initially observed in the 30 lJ case and very distinctive in the
50 lJ case, has been shown in Fig. 5. Each of these micro cracks
is a fracture surface which aids crack propagation, reducing the
toughness of the material [31]. Therefore, there is an increasing
trend in fracture toughness with pulse energy in the energy range
of 10–25 lJ and the fracture toughness begins decreasing at a
pulse energy of 30 lJ as shown in Fig. 14. It is also shown that in
case of indentation field cover the area of the nonhomogenous material (weld seam plus reference region), the fracture toughness
calculated by nanoindentation method will be varied depending
on the size of indentation filed. The higher the indentation field
could affect the variation in fracture toughness as seen in Fig. 14.
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 14 Fracture Toughness of the material in welded regions
with different laser pulse energy levels (10 lJ–30 lJ) at fixed
laser scanning speed of 0.02 mm=s and in a reference region
from indentation fracture measurements at different loads.
Error bars denote standard deviation.

Indentation at different levels of load will produce cracks with
different lengths at the corners of indentation imprint. Assuming
that these cracks have a semi-elliptical geometry, the externally
applied tensile stress to fracture the material both in the weld
seam and the reference regions can be calculated by Eq. (13). The
fracture stress of a cracked plate is lower than both the strength of
the uncracked material and the ultimate tensile strength. When the
tensile fracture strength of materials is plotted as a function of
crack length the material with higher fracture toughness will show
higher residual strength [33]. Figure 15 shows the tensile fracture
stress of material in the reference and welded regions as a function
of initial crack length. Due to the higher fracture strength at the
same crack length, for a given crack size, the tensile stress
required to fracture the weld seam is higher than the reference material. To obtain high fracture energy, it is necessary for glass to
utilize energy absorbing processes [34]. It has been shown that
several processes can toughen glass resulting in an energy absorbing process around the primary crack front and nonlinear behavior
FEBRUARY 2012, Vol. 134 / 011004-9
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suggest that transmission welding using low repetition rate femtosecond laser irradiation is a promising technique for spatially
selective joining of glasses.
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